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Colloidal silver generator kit

Economy Colloidal Silver Generator.Limiting Current For Smaller Particle Size.2 - 6 12 Gauge Wires Included.Our Economy Colloidal Silver Generator is a very cheap way to make colloidal silver at any location. This device comes with wires that have alligator clips on each end. A current restrictive resistance is inline on the positive thread. The piece of polycarbonate contains two
6 12 meter wires. All you need is a clean glass jar, distilled water, and 3 9V batteries and you're ready to make colloidal silver. Included: * 2 - 14 inch wires with alligator clips at each end. * 1 - Poly-carbonate silver wire holder. * 2 - 6 12 Meters 99.99% Pure Silver Wire. * Assay Report Showing Silver Wire is 99.99% Pure***Includes No Pot, Scrubbing Pad, Batteries, or TDS Meter.
We have a kit that includes these items as well. Do a search for B017KV58K8Show More Wishgranted.com Best Affordable Colloidal Silver Generator Kit A fully automatic adjustable PPM complete kit for making colloidal silver itself cheap, including electrodes and free shipping to US locations! Make colloidal silver yourself cheap at the touch of a button! Individually assembled by
hand and quality tested in the U.S. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Image not available forColour: We offer electric generator kits in follow production quantities: Thank you Robb, for providing Colloidal Silver to me on a daily basis by purchasing this machine. Now I don't have to offer an exorbitant amout of money for something I can make at home. It's
been worth its weight in gold. -- Jodi F., Grand Bend, Ontario, Canada Yes, there are generators that cost 5 times yours, but the proof is in the results. You should be proud. I have promoted you to many.... I'll say it again: many thanks.... -- Darren Coombs (Read more of our customer testimonials on our homepage.) at the top of page Small particle colloidal silver is the ultimate
achievement in home production. Quality, stable colloidal silver with small particles is achieved by stirring the water during the production process. You will see that we successfully agitate the water with an air bubble. (Read about the problems associated with bubbling the water to generate agitation here.) This is the best priced small particle, Constant Current Colloidal Silver
Generator Complete Kit available today. For $79, you get the same high quality small particle colloidal silver as the $300 and higher generators. (Go here for more details.) This generator is a one-quarter generator. NOTE: This generator, in laboratory tests, has been shown to produce an average particle size from 1nm to 2nm (.0010 to .0020 micron) particle size at 200,000x
magnification. This you have the highest quality small particles of colloidal silver available today from colloidal silver production at home. See our FAQs: questions: page to view the images showing results of the colloidal silver produced by our generators, and a discussion of particle size and parts per million measurement. The parts per million (ppm) of colloidal silver produced by
this generator is 24ppm at 3-1/2 hours production time with the 24V kit, and 20ppm at 5 pm with the 12V kit. Parts per million can be increased by longer production times. * TIP- Our household uses this kit, with the 24V voltage, for all our colloidal silver production needs. The 24V kit produces a higher ppm colloidal particle content in a shorter time. We also use the 2-outlet timer
(available at the bottom of the page) for production accuracy. This generator purchase consists of: Silva-Cap production jar cap with supports for silver rods, rigid tube to support air agitator hose, and air lighting opening Standard or Wide-Mouth Jar (you select) 12V or 24V DC 500mA, constant voltage output electric transformer (select below) Air pump with 3' of air hose (2) 6
.9999 14g pure silver bars (purest available silver) Printed production instructions, along with the most frequently asked questions * See instruction sheets accompanying your order for actual parts per million (ppm) colloid content, and/or view testedoid colloid content, based on production times, on our FAQ: Production page. Price: $79 NOTE: Do you own 10-gauge silver bars,
and would like to use our system? We have received a number of requests from customers who already own 10-gauge silver bars, which have a larger diameter than 14g and 12g, and do not fit our pot caps. We now offer pot caps to accommodate your 10g silver bars! To buy a kit for your 10g silver bars, go to our Generator Components page and order the Silva-Cap for 10g
rods, your transformer and your air pump individually there. And send us an email if you have any questions. Note: The Silva-Cap for 10g rods is temporarily unavailable. top of the BIG KIT page: Add valuable production accessories to your Complete Small-Particle Colloidal Silver Generator Kit for a special price. You will receive: The Basic Complete Small-Particle Colloidal Silver
Generator Kit The Laser Pointer, to measure the progress of production The 2-Outlet Timer, for ease of production A Canvas Tote Bag, To save your production equipment Price: $99 top of the page The SUPER KIT: Add an extra set of silver bars, plus our most popular accessory: The Family Pack of colloidal silver health accessories for another great price You will receive: The
Basic Complete Colloidal Silver Generator Kit for Small Particles The Laser Pointer, the 2-Outlet Timer and the Canvas Storage Bag PLUS: An Additional Set of 14g Silver Rods PLUS: Our Most Family Health Accessory Pack: Nose Mister, Oral Mister, General Purpose Spray Mister and Eye-Dropper Price: $145 I'm very impressed with your shipping/packaging care,
professionalism, and and of service. Great instructions (and very imformative too, which I really appreciate). I was working in five minutes. Your attention to detail and looking for customer shows! - Gunther, New York City, NY top of page Little Black Box Small-Particle Generator Our Little Black Box small particle colloidal silver generator you use all components of successful
colloidal silver production to generate high-colloid, stable, clear small-particle silver... and do it in a more organized, safe way. If you read the history of this box on the Our History page, you know that our device is probably the safest available electric colloidal silver generator with small particle, because all electrical components safely work away from the agitated water. NOTE:
This generator, in laboratory tests, has been shown to produce an average particle size from 1nm to 2nm (.0010 to .0020 micron) particle size at 200,000x magnification. This offers you the highest quality small particles of colloidal silver available today from colloidal silver production at home. See our FAQs: Production page to view the images showing results of colloidal silver
produced by our generators, and a discussion of particle size and parts per million measurement. The parts per million (ppm) of the colloidal silver produced by this generator is 20ppm at 3-1/2 hours production time. Parts per million can be increased by longer production times. Designed to be safely connected to near agitated water, our Little Black Box is built with: low voltage
24V, 500mA, Constant Voltage DC Transformer attached to wires with alligator clips that will attach to your pure silver air pump rods, with vinyl tubes single electric cord that powers the entire unit that handle handy on-off switch Our Little Black Box Kit comes standard with: A 1-Quart Production Pot with Silva-Cap (you determine standard or wide-mouth size) Laser Pointer to test
your colloidal silver during production (2) 16 .9999 14g Silver Rods (purest silver available) Printed production instructions, including the most frequently asked canvas tote bag questions to store your manufacturing equipment Price: $189 top of the page Little Black Box Generator , with Dual Switches made available due to special requests from different customers, we now offer
the Little Black Box Generator with two individual switches to control functions during production. One switch controls the air pump agrogrozer. The second switch controls the low-voltage transformer. Why would you want to check each function individually? It is because many people want to generate some colloidal silver without stirring the water, which is a silver produces
primarily from larger particle clusters. This product, although not optimal for the most effective support of physical health (the are not nanoparticles, and are too large to enter cell walls), is fantastic for current applications, and for general household applications. So, we're making this option available. We will build your Black Box Generator with two individual function switches, if you
want to disable the air pumprororoelaar to give you the flexibility to make colloidal silver without a small particle. NOTE: This kit contains all of the above items in the standard Black Box kit. Price: $199 High-Volume Colloidal Silver Small-Particle Generators: One-Gallon Generators &amp; Half-Gallon Generators top or page Do you think you're making lots of colloidal silver for your
family and friends? Are you looking for the means to store large quantities of stable, highest quality small-particle colloidal silver for the future? Are you currently selling colloidal silver? Have you considered selling colloidal silver to make extra money? Do you have an entrepreneurial spirit and do you want to generate extra income? This new large volume colloidal silver generator
will produce a liter of the highest quality, stable small particle colloidal silver in a single batch. And it will produce this gallon of quanity in the same amount of time it takes to produce a quarter! In 3 to 4 hours (depending on your personal preferred level of relative silver content and ppm reading), you produce 4 liters that you label for resale. Or you can produce 8 pints that you label
for resale. (See below for our special range of 8 pint-size amber PET bottles, and read more about the offerings on our components and accessories page.) In our area, local shops that are locally sourced colloidal silver retail quarter bottles for $30, and pint bottles for $20. Of course, demand and pricing will vary. You could pay for this generator with retail sales from your first
batch! What if you produced a liter of colloidal silver several nights a week? And you sold them yourself at health fairs, traded each other, farmers markets? Could this small unit be an answer to a financial prayer? NOTE: This generator, in laboratory tests, has been shown to produce an average particle size from 1nm to 2nm (.0010 to .0020 micron) particle size at 200,000x
magnification. This offers you the highest quality small particles of colloidal silver available today from colloidal silver production at home. See our FAQs: Production page to view the images showing results of colloidal silver produced by our generators, and a discussion of particle size and parts per million measurement. The parts per million (ppm) of the colloidal silver produced
by this generator is 30ppm at 3-1/2 hours production time. Share per million increase by longer production times. The components of this one-liter nanoparticles silver silver Include Kit: The specially designed Silva-Cap for the 1-Gallon Jar Generator, with 2 pairs of rubber supports for 2 sets of 9 .9999 pure silver bars, 2 rigid PVC tube supports for both air pump tubes, and 2 air
breather holes One-Gallon glass production pot (2) 24V, 500mA Constant Voltage DC Transformers Dual-Outlet Air Pump, with 3' vinyl tubes for each exhaust, to ensure full agitation of the gallon of distilled water during production (2) Pairs of 9 .9999 pure silver rods (4 bars total) Set-up and production instructions are included with each generator generator. Laser Pointer to
monitor the progress of your production canvas tote bag to store your production equipment We also make available 16 oz. PET amber bottles, pharmaceutical reviewed (you read about these jars on our parts and accessories page). We sell them in groups of 8 (which is equal to 1 liter), along with a funnel. Scroll down to add these bottles or check them out on the Accessories
page. Price: $189 top of page Half-Gallon Small-Particle Generator This kit is temporarily unavailable due to the scarcity of half-gallon, 64 oz. Pots. We hope to have this item available when half a litre of jars are back in stock. Thank you! Again, we ask you: Are you finding that you are making lots of colloidal silver for your family and friends? Are you looking for the means to store
large quantities of stable, highest quality small-particle colloidal silver for the future? If you want to double your production of the highest quality, stable colloidal silver from small particles in the amount of time you make a quarter of colloidal silver, this is the small particle generator kit you want to own. This new high-volume colloidal silver generator produces half a liter of the
highest quality, stable colloidal silver from small particles in one batch. And it will produce this gallon of quanity in the same amount of time it takes to produce a quarter! In 3 to 4 hours (depending on your personal preference level of relative silver content and ppm reading), you produce 2 liters of our signature stable, high-quality high-quality colloidal silver. NOTE: This generator,
in laboratory tests, has been shown to produce an average particle size from 1nm to 2nm (.0010 to .0020 micron) particle size at 200,000x magnification. This offers you the highest quality small particles of colloidal silver available today from colloidal silver production at home. See our FAQs: Production page to view the images showing results of colloidal silver produced by our
generators, and a discussion of particle size and parts per million measurement. The parts per million (ppm) of the silver produced by this generator is 30ppm at 3-1/2 hours production time. Parts per million can be increased by longer production times. The components of this half-gallon nanoparticles silver silver Include Kit: The specially designed Silva-Cap for the Half-Gallon Jar
Generator, with 2 pairs of rubber supports for 2 sets of 6 .9999 pure silver bars, 1 rigid PVC tube support for the air pump, and 1 air lighting hole Half-Gallon glass production pot (2) 24V, 500mA Constant Voltage DC Transformers Upgraded Air Pump, with 3' of vinyl tubes, to ensure full agitation of half liter distilled water during production (2) Pairs of 6 .9999 pure silver bars (4
bars ( 4 bars total) Each generator kit comes with set-up and production instructions. Laser Pointer to monitor the progress of your production canvas tote bag to store your production equipment We also make available 16 oz. PET amber bottles, pharmaceutical reviewed (you read about these jars on our parts and accessories page). We sell them in groups of 8 (which is equal to
1 liter), along with a funnel. Scroll down to add these bottles or check them out on the Accessories page. This kit is temporarily unavailable due to the scarcity of half-gallon, 64 oz. Pots. We hope to have this item available when half a litre of jars are back in stock. Thank you! Price: $159 at the top of the Suggested Accessories page for these generators View all of our production
components on our generator components page A truly required item to monitor progress during production. You will quickly discover with the production experience on which beam density you and your family best. I rely on my laser pointer heavier than any type of meter! NOTE: A laser pointer is included with the Black Box Kit, the 1-Gallon Kit and the Half-Gallon Kit.) Price:
$8.95 Add a Plug-In Timer 2-Outlet Timer We recommend this timer for the Basic Kit, which contains 2 devices that need to be connected. This timer will control both devices. Just connect the transformer to one side, and the air pump agitator on the other. Set the timer and you control the production time for both parts. Price: $9.50 Single Outlet Timer This design works really well
with our Little Black Box nanoparticle colloidal silver generator, because all you have to do is plug in the single cord end, set your time for production, and walk away. In case you produce by the conventional low voltage method, this timer will allow you to connect your transformer without any problems with the space. Price: $7.50 Add Extra Sets or Silver Rods We are proud to
offer you only the purest silver to produce your colloidal silver at home. Our silver bars are 0.9999 (99.99%) pure -- the purest available. Did you know that there are 10x fewer impurities in .9999 silver than in .999 silver? This is the ability to stock up on it! Price: $25 per set Add (8) 1-Pint PET Amber Storage Bottles funnel) These are PET, pharmaceutical-safe plastic bottles.
These orange bottles are ideal for storing colloidal silver, to give away colloidal silver, and to label and resell if you colloidal silver as a company. A flowing funnel is included. Price: $16.99 Price: $15.99 without Funnel Canvas Tote to store your production equipment This is a large all-cotton, lightweight economically priced tote to store your production kit. Measure 14x14 with 26
straps. Perfect to hang in your pantry or in the guest room closet. Note: This tote is included in the Black Box Generator, the Half-Gallon Generator and the Gallon Generator kits. Price: $5.99 top of the Suggested Accessories page for your personal health These are the 3 most important items we recommend for maintaining a healthy body and a healthy home. Check out all our
home and personal accessories on our Family Health Accessories page. Add a 4 oz. Atomizer Mister Spray Bottle This take-anywhere mister bottle filled with colloidal silver is perfect for disinfecting surfaces, fruits and vegetables and hands. Use it to spray anywhere on your body for relief from sunburn, bites and rashes. Amber glass bottle. Price: $4.95 Add a 2 oz. Nose Mister
and Atomizer This nose mister filled with colloidal silver battles sinus infections and colds from one of the likely areas disease begins enters the body. I use mine 1 to 2 times a day to maintain optimal health. Cobalt blue glass bottle. Price: $7.95 Add a 2 oz. Oral Mister and Atomizer The oral mister filled with colloidal silver you enter another common area where you can fight
viruses and bateria at the location where they operate your system. Cobalt blue glass bottle. Price: $7.95 Family Packs of Colloidal Silver Accessories This collection of colloidal silver health accessories is, for us, a must-have. This family package consists of our most popular, and we feel our most valuable dispensers for home and personal use of small particle colloidal silver. In
this package you get the following: A 2 oz. cobalt glass Nasal Mister and Atomizer A 2 oz. cobalt glass Oral Mister and Atomizer A 4 oz. amber glass Spray Mister and Atomizer A 2 oz. amber glass Eye-Dropper And we're making these invaluable dispensers available as a group for a discounted price. Home Accessory Family Pack Price $21.95 Feel free to contact me with
questions: robb.mcdaniel@gmail.com Don't forget to check out our accessories page to order all items to make your Colloidal Silver production process simpler, more reliable and easier! Our efforts at Colloidal Silver How-To are to provide the means to produce colloidal silver at home to as many people as we have the ability, as safe, effective and economically as possible. We
hope you pass this site on to your friends and loved ones. And contact us if you have any questions. Questions.
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